Cleaning accumulated dusts inside air ventilation ducts of underground facilities is an essential process to improve indoor air quality, especially at the underground facilities such as subway platforms. Therefore, various autonomous mobile duct cleaning robots have been actively studied to be applied at the closed space of the ventilation duct. In this paper, the four wheeled skid steering mobile platform with rotating brusharms has been developed and proposed an effective skid steering control technique under changeable center of mass (CM) of the platform. The shifted CM of the platform and unstable disturbances acting on the rotating brushes from cleaning surfaces can change the dynamic steering characteristics of the platform. Therefore, this paper also proposes a new integrated backstepping and I-PD controller for stable trajectory tracking of the platform and proves the effects of the controller through simulations.
INTRODUCTION
HVAC ducts have to be cleaned regularly to improve indoor air quality that can affect the health of people. The mechanical brushing method was reported as the most efficient duct cleaning method among various duct cleaning methods (Holopainen et al, 2003) . Nevertheless, the most of air ventilation ducts at many industrial facilities has been still cleaned by the human. To increase efficiency and safety in cleaning inside air ducts, various autonomous duct cleaning technologies have been suggested by using mobile platforms (Jeon et al, 2013) .
The autonomous mobile cleaning robot without steering system requires skid-steering technique for trajectory-tracking control. Since the skid-steering uses the velocity difference between two wheels, the platform can be modelled with a non-holonomic constraint based on the specific kinematic and dynamic characteristics (Caracciolo et al, 1999) . However, the singularity problem can be occurred at pivot-turning: the velocity at the center of mass(CM) becomes zero. To avoid the singularity problem from the estimated dynamic model, a backstepping technique was used to provide feedback for the current velocity of the platform equipped with steering mechanism (Fierro et al, 1997) . Tracking error should be minimized to increase pressurizing force for the brush to the workspace (Jeong et al., 2012) .
However, the CM of the platform is also changeable by reciprocating motion of the upper brush-arm and dynamic disturbances occurred from nonlinear friction between brush and duct surface make the tracking error increase. These trajectory tracking errors can be reduced by applying an additional neural-network controller with a fully unattainable parameter such as a friction coefficient between wheel and the floor of ducts (Fierro et al, 1997) . However, implementing the training process of a neural-network or adaptive logic requires a high speed processor and long computational time (Kim et al, 2006) . In this paper, a simple and robust control method is proposed to enable the stable trajectory tracking of the duct cleaning robot to reduce the effect of uncertainties occurred by shifting CM of the platform. Figure 1 shows the prototype of the duct cleaning robot which has two robotic arms and rolling brushes for cleaning inside duct.
DYNAMIC ANALYSIS

Modelling of the Mobile Platform
For the trajectory tracking control of the mobile platform, a mathematical model of the platform was presented by considering both kinematic and dynamic characteristics. As depicted in Figure 2 , the fixed coordinate system was set to q=[X, Y, φ ], the posture angle, φ , of the platform was the same as the yaw angle, and the moving coordinate system [x, y, φ ] was defined to be placed at the center of mass(CM) of the platform. The wheel slip was neglected. Based on the schematic model of the mobile platform illustrated in Figure 2 , the equation of motion of the platform can be given by Example:
where F xi is the tractive force at the contact point of the wheel, R xi is the longitudinal resistive force of the wheel, F yi is the lateral force at the contact point of the wheel (Caracciolo et al, 1999 
The dynamic model of the platform with generalized coordinates,
can be expressed as a matrix form by ( )
where r is the wheel radius, τ are the torques at left and right side of motors to drive wheels. To accomplish the skid steering by creating a differential velocity between left and right side of wheels, the kinematic equation concerning about the platform velocity, v, can be written by
where
refers to the linear and angular velocity vector at the CM and S(q) is 3 ☓2 matrix for coordinate transformation.
Since front and rear wheels are directly connected with V-belts, the four-wheel skid-steering platform can be considered as a two-wheel differential driven mobile platform (Martinez et al, 2005) . The equation of motion for the platform with nonholonomic constraint can be presented as
From the Equation (6) and Equation (8), the state feedback control law becomes ( ) ( )
refers to the control input. As the platform moves, the upper brush arm on the mobile platform makes duct surface cleaned by reciprocating mechanism. The CM of the platform can be shifted by the motion of the upper brush arm. Consequently, the yaw moment of the platform can be changed. Therefore, for trajectory tracking control, steering commands calculated by torques of traction motors have to be determined by considering the dynamic shifts of the CM (see Figure 3 ). The shifting position of the CM can be calculated as
where l is the length of the brush arm, CM Δ is a shifted distance of the CM in the lateral direction, m b is the mass of the rotating brush, and m is the overall mass except the brush and arm. The rotation angle of the brush arm, θ , ranges from 0 to 180 [deg] as shown in Figure 3 . As the CM changes, the yaw moment of the platform is changed. Thus, the resistive moment of the Equation (4) can be recalculated as follows
By considering the shifted CM position as depicted in Figure 4 , the yaw moment change and velocity changes are required for accurate steering control of the platform. 
Trajectory Tracking Control
In order to control the platform as a given trajectory, dynamic uncertainties by the CM position changes and rubbing force by brush-arm need to be considered to determine the control inputs and motor torques. Additionally, the tracking control has to be designed to make the pivot-truning which can cause uncontrollerable with zero velocity at the CM. Therefore, The integrator backstepping method can be applied with incomplete dynamic model of the nonholonomic system. The error vector, e, between the target point on the given trajectory and the platform location and the differential vector of the error vector can be expressed as 
The derivative of the platform target velocity,  c v , for trajectory tracking can be calculated as 
where  c v can be applied to the concept of the perfect velocity tracking to obtain the control input expressed in Equation (9). However, it is infeasible for an actual platform to be controlled at a target velocity without feedback of velocity errors in the trajectory tracking. Therefore, the control input can be expressed with feedback of the platform velocity as follows Additionally, using the Lyapunov function, the error vector (e) of Equation (12) can asymptotically converge to zero value as proven by (Fierro et al, 1997) . Nevertheless, when dynamic uncertainties are occurred by shifting CM and the pressurizing force applied by the brush-arm, stability of the trajectory tracking cannot be assured. To obtain additional control input for reducing the position error, simple PID controller can be adopted. However, the traction motor can be damaged by the derivative (D) controller which magnifies the input signal with disturbances. Thus, a digital I-PD controller, whose proportional(P) and derivative(D) controller are feedbacked by actual measurement values, can be implemented by placing low pass filter in front of D controller (King et al, 2010) . Figure 6 shows the control flow scheme integrating the Backstepping method and the I-PD controller for trajectory tracking control of the platform. The I-PD controller can be converted to discrete form and expressed as Equation (15). The new control input can be obtained by integrating the I-PD controller and the Backstepping controller of the velocity, as expressed in Equation (16) , , 1 , ,
, ,
where derivative gain is 1 / 10
T , k e is position error at X and Y coordinates, e k-1 is position error in a previous sampling period, k p is proportional gain, T i is time integration, T d is time derivative, and t Δ is a sampling time. Since input value (uPID) of the I-PD controller is calculated by the previous sampling time, sudden changes at input signal can be prevented. In addition, the d k term is a derivative controller with low-pass filter as a discrete form. On the other hand, the steady state error has been reduced by integrating I-PD and backstepping controller. From Figure 6 (c), the posture angle becomes stable after temporary wobbling motion. As the radius of curvature is decreased, higher torque difference has to be exerted at both sides of platform motors. Therefore, as resulted in Figure 6 torque difference at each motor can be generated by exerting resistive torques to create yaw moment of the platform. 
CONCLUSIONS
A new controller that enables stable trajectory tracking of an autonomous mobile platform for duct cleaning has been presented. Four-wheeled skid steering platform can be confronted by the singularity problem during pivot turning where the velocity at CM of the platform approaches zero. In particular, shifting CM by reciprocating the brusharm periodically makes the steering moment of the platform change. To avoid singularity problem backstepping technique has been adopted for assigning the estimated target velocity. Nevertheless, under dynamic pressure changes in the brush arm, there existed steady state errors which can not be ignored. Therefore, by integrating a relatively simple I-PD controller with the backstepping, the overall position errors could be reduced, which enables stable trajectory tracking control under variable CM. 
